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Abstract
Web Archiving (or mirroring) is a technique aimed at downloading 
both static and dynamic web pages of a website successfully on 
to a user specified location and these downloaded pages can be 
browsed at a later time during the offline conditions. This process 
re-creates the entire web site as the mirror of the original web 
site at user specified location. In this paper, a multithreaded web 
archiving system is designed using breadth first, depth first, best 
first and A* best first graph search algorithms. This system not only 
performs the task of digital preservation of the websites but also 
facilitates the offline browsing of the websites. Various case studies 
have been conducted and are analyzed to evaluate the performance 
of the web archiving system in terms of offline browsing efficiency 
and running time. These parameters are estimated in the presence 
of graph searching algorithms and are compared. The performance 
of the web archiving system is also briefly compared with some 
of the existing related applications.
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I. Introduction to Web Archiving
Web Archiving (or mirroring) is a technique aimed at digital 
preservation of both static and dynamic web pages of a website 
successfully on to a user specified location. These downloaded 
pages can be browsed at a later time during the offline conditions 
[1]. Web archivists store all types of web content including HTML 
web pages, Style sheets, JavaScript, images and video clips. They 
also archive Meta data about the collected resources such as access 
time, MIME type and content length [1-3].
Internet is a global system consisting of millions of private, public, 
academic, business and government networks. These networks are 
linked by a broad array of electronic, optical and wi-fi networking 
technologies. Internet carries a vast range of information services 
such as remote accessing, file sharing, World Wide Web (WWW), 
streaming media, e-mails, voice telephony, internet forums, social 
networking and human interaction services like instant messaging 
(IM), video conferencing etc., The World Wide Web (WWW), 
the key service offered by the Internet, is the global collection 
of information presented in the form of documents hosted on the 
web servers and available to the public [2-3].
Normally various government, private organizations and individuals 
maintain certain data relating to them in their concerned web 
servers for future references and they keep on updating the data. 
The process of downloading and saving the data from the websites 
to the local storage media is known as the digital preservation. 
This preservation and interpretations in offline conditions pose 
many challenges to the website owners and administrators. Digital 
preservation of the web content can be done by saving each page 
and the related links of the site individually. Since the websites 
consist of thousands of web pages and related links, the digital 

preservation needs a lot of time and effort. Availability of Internet 
connectivity always plays a vital role in accessing the web content. 
But, availability of proper Internet connectivity always may not 
be expected due to various practical and technical reasons. This 
necessitates a mechanism to preserve the web data and facilitate 
browsing that data even when the Internet connectivity is not 
available i.e. during offline conditions [5].
The pages and hyperlinks of the websites in World Wide Web 
(WWW) may be viewed as nodes and edges in a directed graph. 
The Web as a graph has billions of nodes and links and is expected 
to grow exponentially with time. These nodes and edges have to 
be searched and indexed properly to preserve the websites data. 
Search engines with suitable crawling mechanisms are used for 
searching and indexing the websites and related URLs. Most of 
the web crawling mechanisms use graph searching algorithms [6]. 
The efficiency of offline browsing of such archiving mechanisms 
depends on the efficiency of graph searching algorithm [7]. The 
present thesis is aimed at developing, implementing and testing 
a new multithreaded web archiving system using graph searching 
algorithms.

II. Related Work
R. Baeza-Yates et al. [8] presented the trade-offs in designing 
efficient caching systems for web search engines. They have 
explored the impact of different approaches, such as static vs. 
dynamic caching, and caching query results vs. caching posting 
lists. They have proposed a new algorithm for static caching of 
posting lists, which outperforms previous methods. Masanes. J 
[9-10], presented various crawling algorithms and approaches 
undertaken today by different institutions; it will discuss their 
focuses, strengths, and limits, as well as a model for appraisal 
and identifying potential complementary aspects amongst 
them. Seung Hwan Ryu et al. [11], proposed a frame work for 
supporting the dynamic evolution of web service Protocols in 
Service-Oriented Architectures. Charu C. Aggarwal et al. [12], 
proposed a novel concept of intelligent crawling which actually 
learns characteristics of the linkage structure of the web, while 
performing the crawling. Specifically, the intelligent crawler uses 
the in linking web page content, candidate URL structure, or other 
behaviors of the linking web pages or siblings in order to estimate 
the probability that a candidate is useful for a given crawl. B.Vijaya 
Babu et al. [13,15] studied about an algorithm for effective web 
crawling mechanism of a search engines. They designed a web 
archiving system using basic search algorithms and conducted 
case studies. Junghoo Cho et al. [14], studied about the building of 
an effective incremental crawler. They have presented the results 
from an experiment conducted on more than half a million web 
pages over four months, to estimate how web pages evolve over 
time. Based on these experimental results they compared various 
design choices for an incremental crawler and discussed their 
trade-offs. They proposed the architecture for the incremental 
crawler, which combines the best design choices. Filippo Menczer 
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et al. [16], proposed three different methods to evaluate crawling 
strategies. Rui Cai et al. [17], discussed about an intelligent crawler 
with the main idea of learning about the site map of a forum site 
with a few pre-sampled pages, and then decide how to select an 
optimal traversal path to avoid duplicates and invalids.

III. Design Methodology
The design of the web archiving system is customized in such 
a way that the options for estimating the offline browsing 
efficiencies and running times for each of the graph searching 
algorithms mentioned above. The present work is also aimed at 
conducting the case studies for comparing the efficiency with 
existing algorithms.
The web archiving system is designed with multiple threads with 
preemptive multithreading as it allows the operating system to 
determine when a context switch should occur. Using multiple 
threads with proper synchronization, an increase in the rate of 
downloading URLs/pages is expected. A provision of customized 
input active threads and option for selecting the searching 
algorithms Breadth First, Depth First, Best First and A* Best 
First is included.
The coding of the archiving system is organized into 36 modules 
of various archiving functionalities. The archive package is the 
important module that actually performs the archiving tasks and 
is suitable for offline browsing. The designed archiving system is 
user friendly. Additional features like limiting the page size and 
the number of threads to be used during the archiving process 
are also included.
Different websites are considered as case studies and implemented 
the present archiving system. The performance of the web 
archiving system for the above websites on each of the algorithm is 
evaluated in terms of offline browsing efficiency and running time 
and compared with the performance of some existing commercial 
tools.
The developed web archiving system is implemented on three 
web sites www.jnettechnologies.com,www.andhrauniv ersity. info 
/engg /csse /index.html and www.indiakisan.net /web/wheat /
index.jsp. Three Case studies were conducted on different internet 
connectivity environments with varying speeds and bandwidths 
for different active threads. The offline browsing efficiency and 
running time are computed for each of the four search algorithms in 
each case study. The offline browsing efficiency and running time 
of the archiving system for each search algorithm are computed. 
The performance is compared with the existing similar tools like 
HTTrack WebSite Copier 3.43-6, Website extractor 10.52 and 
Back Street Browser 3.2 versions. 

IV. Simulation & Discussion of the Results
To implement the web crawler based archiving system, the 
Workbench [19][20] tool is used. Workbench is a general-purpose 
crawling tool that runs as a Java applet inside a Web browser. 
The Workbench provides the user with an opportunity to make 
the archiving application more adaptable and tailored, and also 
several graphical visualizations to gauge the effectiveness of the 
application and improve it iteratively. Running the archiving 
Workbench inside a browser provides a fair level of integration 
between browsing and archiving, so that archiving tasks that arise 
during browsing can be solved immediately without changing 
context.
The archiving system is implemented for the web site www.
jnettechnologies.com. The archiving system is run on the system 
whose hardware configuration with Intel Core I3 Processor having 

processor speed of 2.27GHz, 4GB RAM, 32 bit Operating System. 
The Windows 7 is used as the operating system. The Internet 
Explorer 8.0 Version Browser is used for browsing the Web. The 
browsing speed of the Internet connection (Wi-fi) is 10MBPS and 
BSNL as the service provider.
The website www.jnettechonologies.com has 122 correct internal 
URLs as per the MIME standards. This was verified by Xenu Link 
Sleuth 1.3.8 version tool that gives the information about all types 
of links and URLs present in a particular website.

A. The Offline Browsing Efficiency 
The offline browsing efficiency is defined the percentage of the 
ratio of number of URLs or pages retrieved by the archiving 
system to the total number of URLs or pages that the website 
originally possesses.
Offline Browsing Efficiency = 
Number of URLs or pages retrieved by the system X 100
---------------------------------------------------------
Total number of URLs (or pages), the website originally 
possesses.
The off line browsing efficiency may mainly depend on

Searching algorithm used in the archiving system• 
Browsing tool used to browse the website • 
Design technology of the websites that follows the standards • 
of naming conventions and other file name extensions 

B. Estimation of Offline Browsing Efficiency Using 
Breadth First Search Algorithm
The system is implemented for the website www.jnettechnologies.
com using Breadth First Search Algorithm for different active thread 
connections starting from 0 to 12. A Screenshot of the Breadth 
First Search Algorithm for the website www.jnettechnologies.
com is shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Screen Shot of Web Archiving System for Active threads=4 
using Breadth First Search Algorithm

The observations of the variations of pages/URLs visited for 
various active threads in BFS algorithm are tabulated as shown 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Active Threads Vs Pages/URLs Visited
Breadth First Search (BFS) Algorithm
Active Threads Pages/URLs Visited
0 0
1 121
2 121
4 121
6 121
8 121
10 121
12 121

The variation of URLs/Pages visited for various active threads is 
shown in the fig. 2 below.

Fig. 2: Graph Showing the Variation of URLs/Pages Visited with 
Active Threads in Breadth First S Algorithm

On an Average the archiving system retrieves 105.875 URLs/
Pages. Now, the Percentage of offline browsing efficiency in this 
case is given by 105.875*100/122=86.782 %

C. Estimation of Offline Browsing Efficiency Using Depth 
First Search Algorithm
The system is implemented for the website www.jnettechnologies.
com using Depth First Search Algorithm for different active thread 
connections starting from 0 to 12. A Screenshot of the Breadth 
First Search Algorithm for the website www.jnettechnologies.
com is shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Screen Shot for Active Threads=4 of DFS Algorithm

1. Active Threads Vs Running Time
The observations of the variations of running time for various 
active threads in DFS algorithm are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2: Variation of Active Threads Vs Running Time
Depth First Search (DFS) Algorithm
Active Threads Running Time(Minutes)
0 0
1 2.25
2 1.38
4 1.41
6 1.22
8 1.13
10 1.29
12 1.16

The variation of running time with active threads for DFS algorithm 
is shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Graph Showing the Variation of Running Time with Active 
Threads for DFS

Algorithm
The average running time is calculated to be 1.23 minutes.

2. Active Threads Vs Pages/URLs Visited
The observations of the variations of pages/URLs visited for 
various active threads in DFS algorithm are tabulated as shown 
in Table 3.

Table 3: Variation of Active Threads Vs Pages/URLs Visited
Depth First Search (DFS) Algorithm
Active Threads Pages/URLs Visited
0 0
1 121
2 121
4 121
6 121
8 121
10 120
12 119

The variation of URLs visited with active threads for DFS 
algorithm is shown in fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Graph Showing the Variation of URLs Visited with Active 
Threads for DFS

Algorithm
On an average the web archiving system retrieves 105.5 pages/
URLs in the presence of Depth First Search Algorithm.
Now the percentage of offline browsing efficiency = 105.5 
*100/122= 86.47 %

D. Estimation of Offline Browsing Efficiency Using Best 
First Search Algorithm 
The system is implemented for the website www.jnettechnologies.
com using Best First Search Algorithm for different active thread 
connections starting from 0 to 12. A screen shot of web archiving 
system for best first search algorithm for the active threads= 4 is 
shown in fig. 6.

Fig. 6: Screen Shot of Web Archiving System for Active threads=4 
using Best First Search Algorithm

The observations of the variations of pages/URLs visited for 
various active threads in best first search algorithm are shown 
in Table 4.

Table 4: Active Threads VS Pages/URLs Visited
Best First Search Algorithm
Active Threads Pages/URLs Visited
0 0
1 121
2 121
4 121
6 121
8 121
10 121

The graph showing the variation of pages/URLs visited with active 
threads in case of Best first search is shown in fig. 7.

Fig 7: Graph Showing the Variation of Pages/URLs Visited with 
Active Threads for Best First Search Algorithm

On an average the web archiving system retrieves 103.71 pages/
URLs in the presence of Best First Search Algorithm
Now the percentage of offline browsing efficiency = 103.71 
*100/122= 85.00 %

E. Estimation of Offline Browsing Efficiency Using A* 
Search Algorithm
The observations of the variations of pages/URLs visited for 
various active threads in A* search algorithm are tabulated in 
Table 5.

Table 5:.Active Threads VS Pages/URLs Visited
A* Best First Search Algorithm
Active Threads Pages/URLs Visited
0 0
1 121
2 121
4 121
6 121
8 121
10 121
12 121

The graph showing the variation of pages/URLs visited with active 
threads in case of A* search algorithm is shown in fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Graph Showing the Variation of Pages/URLs Visited with 
Active Threads for A* Search Algorithm
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On an average the web archiving system retrieves 105.8 pages/
URLs in the presence of A* Best First Search Algorithm.
Now the percentage of offline browsing efficiency = 105.8 
*100/122= 86.72 %

V. Comparison of the Web Archiving System with the 
Related Tools
The developed web archiving system is compared with some of 

the related commercial tools like HTTrack Website Copier 3.43-6, 
Website Extractor 10.52 and BackStreet Browser 3.2. versions for 
the web sites www.jnettechnologies.com,www.andhrauniversity.
info/engg/csse/index.html and www.indiakisan.net/web/wheat/
index.jsp. the results were tabulated in the Table 6.

Table 6: Comparison of the Web Archiving System with the Related Tools

Archiving System

Searching 
Algorithm 
Used in the 
design

Multi-
threading

Avg.Offline Browsing efficiency Running Time

www.
jnettechnologies.
com,

www.
andhrauniversity.
info/engg/csse/
index.html 

www.
indiakisan.net/
web/wheat/
index.jsp 

www.jnet
techno-logies.
com,

www.
andhrauniversity.
info/engg/csse/
index.html

www.
indiakisan.
net/web/
wheat/index.
jsp

1.Web Archiving 
System

DFS, BFS, 
Best First 
and A*Best 
First

 Yes More than 85 % More than 80% More than 
85 %

1.47 Minutes 
with IE 8.0 
Browser and 
0.41 minutes 
with Mozilla 
Fire Fox 
Browser

7.66 Minutes 17.5 Minutes

2.HTTrackWebsite 
Copier 3.43-6 Not known  No

Can not be 
estimated 
as it is not 
multithreaded

Can not be 
estimated as it is 
not multithreaded

Can not be 
estimated 
as it is not 
multithreaded

7.47 minutes 22 Minutes 25.23 Minutes

3.Website extractor 
10.52 Not Known  

 No

Can not be 
estimated 
as it is not 
multithreaded

Can not be 
estimated as it is 
not multithreaded

Can not be 
estimated 
as it is not 
multithreaded

0.38 minutes 8 Minutes  25.53 
Minutes

4.Back
Street Browser 3.2 Not Known  No

Very poor as it 
downloads only 
38 URLs/files

Very poor as it 
downloads only 
38 URLs/files

Very poor as 
it downloads 
only 38 URLs/
files

Not Known Not Known Not Known

V. Conclusion
The offline browsing efficiency mainly depends on Searching 
algorithm, browsing tool, design technology of the websites, 
standards of naming conventions and other file name extensions. 
Based on the results obtained it is shown that the archiving 
scalability increases within increase in RAM size and speed 
of archiving computer. Even though, the running time of the 
archiving system mainly depends on the speed and bandwidth of 
the network, it was observed that, as the number of active threads 
increases the running time decreases and vice versa. It was also 
observed that using multiple active thread connections increases 
the rate of downloading. Once sufficient bandwidth is available, 
the system performance increases monotonically by adding more 
threads irrespective of the CPU processing time. In case study I, 
the average offline browsing efficiency is more than 85% and the 
average running time is less than 2 minutes. The average offline 
browsing efficiency is more than 82% and the average running 
time is less than 17 minutes in case study II. The average offline 
browsing efficiency is more than 86 % and the average running 
time is less than 8 minutes in case study III. It is found that the 
performance of the present web archiving system is better than 
the other existing tools.
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